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Abstract: A method that enables the formation of a rough nano-scale surface for conjugated
polymers is developed through the utilization of a polymer chain ordering agent (OA).
1-Chloronaphthalene (1-CN) is used as the OA for the poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
(P3HT) layer. The addition of 1-CN to the P3HT solution improves the chain ordering
of the P3HT during the film formation process and increases the surface roughness of the
P3HT film compared to the film prepared without 1-CN. The roughened surface of the
P3HT film is utilized to construct a P3HT/fullerene bilayer organic photovoltaic (OPV)
by sequential solution deposition (SqSD) without thermal annealing process. The power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of the SqSD-processed OPV utilizing roughened P3HT layer is
25% higher than that utilizing a plain P3HT layer. It is revealed that the roughened surface of
the P3HT increases the heterojunction area at the P3HT/fullerene interface and this resulted
in improved internal charge collection efficiency, as well as light absorption efficiency. This
method proposes a novel way to improve the PCE of the SqSD-processed OPV, which can
be applied for OPV utilizing low band gap polymers. In addition, this method allows for the
reassessment of polymers, which have shown insufficient performance in the BSD process.
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1. Introduction
The bulk heterojunction (BHJ) is the most-used active layer system in organic photovoltaic (OPV)
devices. Usually, the blended solution, in which both the electron donating polymer and the electron
accepting fullerene derivatives homogeneously mixed, is used to form the BHJ. The blended solution
deposition (BSD) process is effective in the formation of the BHJ with a large surface area in a single
layer [1]. However, delicate control of the processing conditions (including the donor–acceptor ratio, the
amount of processing additives, types of solvents, and processing temperature) are required to induce
donor–acceptor phase separation at the nano-scale to maximize solar cell performance [2,3].
A sequential solution deposition (SqSD) of the electron donating polymer layer and the electron
accepting fullerene layer can be utilized to form a polymer/fullerene heterojunction in OPV [4,5]. The
SqSD process is more straightforward in facilitating device optimization compared to the BSD process.
However, there are a few problems associated with the SqSD-processed polymer/fullerene layer.
The small heterojunction area at the polymer/fullerene interface and the limited availability of
solvents for the top-layer solution that do not dissolve the bottom-layer are both problems that need
to be addressed.
Poly(3-hexylthiophene)s (P3HT) are an important class of π-conjugated polymers that can be used
in plastic electronic devices, such as solar cells and field-effect transistors. The P3HT can be ordered in
three dimensions: conformational ordering along the backbone, π-stacking of flat polymer chains, and
lamellar stacking between chains. All of these features lead to the excellent electrical properties of these
materials [6,7]. Recently, many interesting reports on SqSD-processed polymer/fullerene OPVs based
on P3HT and fullerene derivatives have been reported [4,5,8–15]. However, similar to a BSD-processed
P3HT/fullerene OPVs, SqSD-processed P3HT/fullerene OPVs require a thermal annealing step to obtain
a satisfactory heterojunction area. It would be desirable if the nano-structured polymer surface could
first form a large area heterojunction with fullerene without the need for a thermal annealing step in the
production of SqSD-processed P3HT/fullerene OPVs. Developing the polymer nanostructure using a
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamp is one possible method [16], but this method has its drawbacks.
A simpler and cost effective method needs to be established that enables the formation of nano-scale
polymer surfaces.
In this study, we have developed a way to increase the surface area of the P3HT film by roughening
the surface of the polymer at the nano-scale through the utilization of a polymer chain ordering agent
(OA). This roughened surface of the P3HT film was utilized to construct a P3HT/fullerene OPV by the
SqSD process without the need for a thermal annealing step. This SqSD-processed P3HT/fullerene OPV
with OA showed superior solar cell performance, compared to the SqSD-processed P3HT/fullerene OPV
prepared without an OA. This method proposes a novel way to improve the PCE of the SqSD-processed
OPV, which can be applied for OPV utilizing low band gap polymers.
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2. Experimental Section
2.1. Device Fabrication
Pre-patterned indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrates (40 Ω/square) were cleaned by ultrasonic
treatment for 10 min first in isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and then acetone, and the substrates were
subsequently dried at 100 ˝ C in a convection oven for 30 min. The cleaned substrates were treated
by UV ozone for 20 min. The PEDOT:PSS (CleviosTM P VP AI 4083, Leverkusen, Germany)
layer was spin-coated onto the cleaned substrate at a speed of 4000 rpm for 35 s, and the substrate
was then dried at 100 ˝ C in a vacuum oven for 10 min. The Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) with
regioregularity of 91%–94% (Rieke Metals Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) was used as received. The
P3HT solutions were prepared from a co-solvent of chlorobenzene (CB) (Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA) and 1-chloronaphthalene (1-CN) (Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). The volume percent
of 1-CN in the co-solvent was 0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 10%, and 50%. The P3HT was dissolved in the
corresponding co-solvent with the concentration of 14 mg/1 mL. The P3HT solution was spin-coated
onto the PEDOT:PSS layer with a speed of 1000 rpm for 15 s, followed by drying at 110 ˝ C in a vacuum
oven for 60 min. A phenyl-C61-butyric-acid-methyl ester (PC61 BM) (Nano-C, Westwood, MA, USA)
solution (3.5 mg/mL) was prepared in dichloromethane (DCM). The PC61 BM layer was spin-coated on
top of the P3HT layer with a speed of 2000 rpm for 10 s. Lithium fluoride (LiF) and aluminum (Al)
electrodes were deposited via thermal evaporation at a deposition rate of „0.5 nm/s to 100 nm thickness.
LiF and Al were thermally evaporated at „3 ˆ 10´6 Torr through a shadow mask, and the device area
was 0.12 or 0.20 cm2 .
2.2. Measurement
The current density vs. voltage (J-V) curves of the devices were measured using a Keithley
2400 source meter (Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA) under AM 1.5 G irradiation
from a Xenon lamp-based solar simulator (K201 LAB50, McScience Inc., Suwon, GyeongGi, Korea).
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) results were acquired using a spectral measurement system
(K3100 IQX, McScience Inc., McScience Inc., Suwon, GyeongGi, Korea). This system applied
monochromatic light from a xenon arc lamp at 300 W filtered by a monochromator (Newport, Irvine, CA,
USA) and an optical chopper (MC 2000 Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA). The photo flux was superimposed
to the dark during the EQE measurement. Device reflectance (Rdevice (λ)) as a function of wavelength
λ was determined by the sum of I sub and I act , where I sub is the light intensity reflected by the glass and
I act is the light intensity escaped from the device after the absorption by the glass, active layer, and Al
electrode, and re-absorption by the active layer. For the measurement of Rdevice , the device was located in
the integrating sphere. The device was tilted at approximately 8˝ through an integration sphere. The light
reflected by the glass (I sub ) and escaped from the device (I act ) were scattered in the integration sphere and
collected by a photodetector located in the integration sphere. The absorption by the device was extracted
from the measured wavelength-dependent reflectance data. The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) as a
function of wavelength λ was determined as follows: IQE (λ) = EQE (λ)/[1 ´ Rdevice (λ)]. UV-visible
absorption spectra were obtained by UV-2450 (Shimadzu, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan). Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images were obtained in tapping mode using an XE-70 atomic force microscope
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(Park Systems Corp., Suwon, GyeongGi, Korea). To obtain the surface area of those films, the total
surface areas of each film was obtained by using the software installed in the operation program of
XE-70, and the surface area of each film was obtained after excluding the geometric area (5 µm ˆ 5 µm)
from the total surface area.
3. Results and Discussion
1-CN was used as an OA for the polymer bottom layer in the SqSD-processed bilayer OPV. 1-CN
has been used as a processing additive in the blended solution of polymer and fullerene to fabricate BHJ
OPVs [17–21]. According to Beaujuge et al. solution-processing methods involving low vapor pressure
co-solvents are useful in terms of inducing the formation of favorable nano-scale morphologies [19].
Hoven et al. also reported that an additive with a high boiling point and low vapor pressure reduces the
evaporation kinetics of the co-solvent and provides control over the morphology of the active layer [20].
Based on these previous reports on the incorporation of additives into the BHJ film, incorporation of
the low vapor pressure 1-CN to the host solvent could afford the polymer chains more time to become
ordered by reducing the evaporation rate of the host solvent. In addition, unlike with other additives,
the planar π-conjugated structure of 1-CN could assist the ordering of the conjugated polymers, such as
P3HT, during the film formation process.
To investigate the effect of 1-CN on the morphology of P3HT, the P3HT solutions were prepared
from a co-solvent of chlorobenzene (CB) and 1-CN. The volume percent of 1-CN in the co-solvent was
0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 10%, and 50%. Figure 1a,b displays the surface morphologies and height profiles
of the P3HT films were prepared by utilizing the different solvent ratios scanned by atomic force
microscope (AFM). The root mean square (RMS) roughness values of the P3HT films are summarized
in Table 1, and Figure 1e displays the change in the RMS value of the P3HT films as a function of 1-CN
concentration in the solvent. The roughness of the P3HT film increased as the concentration of 1-CN in
the co-solvent increased to a maximum concentration of 4 vol % 1-CN. The roughness decreased as the
concentration was increased beyond 4 vol % 1-CN. The maximum RMS of 4.7 nm was found from the
P3HT film prepared by the co-solvent 96 vol % CB + 4 vol % 1-CN (Figure 1b), and the value is 52%
larger than that of P3HT prepared with only CB (2.2 nm) (Figure 1a). Hereafter, the P3HT film prepared
with the co-solvent 96 vol % CB and 4 vol % 1-CN will be denoted as P3HT(CB-CN), and that prepared
with 100 vol % CB will be denoted as P3HT(CB).
The UV-VIS absorption spectra of as-prepared P3HT(CB) (square of Figure 2a) and P3HT(CB-CN)
(circle of Figure 2a) are shown in Figure 2a. Both films show vibronic features in the wavelength range
of 500–650 nm, which correspond to the ordered structures of P3HT [21]. The vibronic peak of the
P3HT(CB-CN) was more intense than that of P3HT(CB). This suggests that P3HT(CB-CN) has more
ordered P3HT domains than P3HT(CB). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements on P3HT(CB) and
P3HT(CB-CN) also support the UV-VIS absorption results. Figure 2b shows the XRD profile of the
P3HT(CB) and P3HT(CB-CN) films. A distinct peak at a 2θ value of 5.3˝ was observed from the XRD
profiles of both films. The peak at the 2θ value of 5.3˝ is related to the ordering of P3HT chains along
the (110) direction and corresponds to the spacing between the P3HT lamellae [22,23]. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak from the P3HT(CB-CN) film (0.44 Å) is narrower than that from
the P3HT(CB) (0.49 Å), which implies that the domain size of the ordered P3HT in the P3HT(CB-CN) is
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than that from the P3HT(CB) (0.49 Å), which implies that the domain size of the ordered P3HT in the
P3HT(CB-CN) is larger than that of the P3HT(CB). Consequently, the addition of 1-CN increases the
larger than that of the P3HT(CB). Consequently, the addition of 1-CN increases the ordered domain size
ordered domain size of the P3HT and results in the increased roughness and larger surface area
of the P3HT and results in the increased roughness and larger surface area observed in the P3HT(CB-CN)
observed in the P3HT(CB-CN) film. The roughened surface of the P3HT(CB-CN) will form
film. The roughened surface of the P3HT(CB-CN) will form a heterojunction with the PC61 BM top-layer
a heterojunction with the PC61BM top-layer with a large interfacial area, which will enhance the solar
with a large interfacial area, which will enhance the solar cell efficiency by increasing the exciton
cell efficiency by increasing the exciton dissociation efficiency[17]. We compared the absorption
dissociation efficiency [17]. We compared the absorption intensity of P3HT films after spin coating
intensity of P3HT films after spin coating the DCM, the solvent for the PC60BM top-layer, on the
the DCM, the solvent for the PC60 BM top-layer, on the P3HT film to investigate whether DCM dissolves
P3HT film to investigate whether DCM dissolves the P3HT bottom-layer. The maximum absorbance
the P3HT bottom-layer. The maximum absorbance of P3HT(CB) was reduced from 0.645 to 0.601
of P3HT(CB) was reduced from 0.645 to 0.601 at 511 nm (6.8% reduction) and that of P3HT(CB-CN)
at 511 nm (6.8% reduction) and that of P3HT(CB-CN) was reduced from 0.614 to 0.567 at 511 nm
was reduced from 0.614 to 0.567 at 511 nm (7.6% reduction) after spin coating on the corresponding
(7.6% reduction) after spin coating on the corresponding films. Based on these results, it is expected that
films. Based on these results, it is expected that the ordered domain of P3HT will not be removed
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Table 1. RMS roughness and surface area data of P3HT films prepared from the CB solution
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containing different concentrations of 1-CN.

Table 1. RMS roughness and surface area data of P3HT films
prepared
from the CB solution
Increased
Surface
Film Description
vol % of 1-CN in CB
RMS (nm)
4
containing different concentrations of 1-CN.
Area * (ˆ 10 nm2 )
Film Description
As prepared P3HT

As prepared P3HT

P3HT after removal of PC61 BM
P3HT
after
removal61of
PCfilm
61BM
from the
P3HT/PC
BM
from the P3HT/PC61BM film

0
Vol% of 1-CN
in CB
2
0
4
2
6
4
10
6
50
10
50
0
02
2

Increased7 Surface
Area * (×12104 nm2)
7
13
12
11
13
12
11
4
12
49
9
20
20

RMS2.2
(nm)
4.4
2.2
4.7
4.4
3.6
4.7
2.9
3.6
1.0
2.9
1.0
2.1
2.1
4.2
4.2

* The increased surface area of the films were calculated from the AFM images after excluding the geometric
* The increased surface area of the films were calculated from the AFM images after excluding the geometric
area (25 µm2 )2 from the total surface area.
area (25 μm ) from the total surface area.
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the P3HT layer. Considering the reports on the SqSD-processed P3HT/PCBM film, the P3HT/PCBM is
expected to form an inter-diffused bilayer instead of forming a bilayer with clear interface [5,11,12].
Interestingly, the P3HT/PC61 BM bilayer film shows vibronic peaks from the P3HT at longer
wavelengths, which is not observed in the P3HT:PC61 BM BHJ film prepared from the blended solution
of P3HT and PC61 BM (triangle of Figure 2c). This implies that the ordering of the P3HT was not
destroyed by the deposition of PC61 BM layer, which is one of the important requirements in constructing
a bilayer OPV. The absorption spectra of P3HT bottom-layer were obtained after selective removal
of the PC61 BM top-layer by diiodomethane (DIM) (Figure 2d). The P3HT(CB) and P3HT(CB-CN)
bottom-layer after removal of the PC61 BM top-layer, which will be denoted as P3HT(CB)/[PC61 BM]
and P3HT(CB-CN)/[PC61 BM]. Since the absorption peak of PC61 BM disappears at 300–400 nm after
removal of the PC61 BM top-layer, it is thought that the PC61 BM was mostly removed by DIM.
Slight decreases in the absorption intensity (around 4%„7%) were observed for both P3HT(CB) and
P3HT(CB-CN) films after removal of PC61 BM from the corresponding bilayers. However, the overall
shape of the P3HT absorption is the same after removal of the PC61 BM layer. This, again, indicates that
both P3HT films are suitable for the construction of a bilayer with the sequential solution process.
To investigate the heterojunction morphology formed at the P3HT/PC61 BM interface, the PC61 BM
top-layer was selectively removed from the bilayer films using DIM. Figure 1c,d show the surface
morphology and height profile of the P3HT(CB) and P3HT(CB-CN) bottom-layer after removal of the
PC61 BM top-layer. There is no apparent change in the surface morphology of the P3HT(CB)/[PC61 BM]
and P3HT(CB-CN)/[PC61 BM] films compared to that of the P3HT(CB) and P3HT(CB-CN) films,
respectively. This implies that the PC61 BM layer coating process did not significantly influence the
pre-formed morphology of the P3HT(CB-CN) and P3HT(CB) layers and that the surface morphology of
the P3HT film is critical in the formation of the nano-scale heterojunction of the P3HT/PC61 BM bilayer
with a large surface area.
Both the P3HT(CB) and P3HT(CB-CN) films showed significant photoluminescence (PL) quenching
(Figure 3) after deposition of the PC61 BM top-layer. The PL intensity of the P3HT was quenched to
99.9% after construction of the P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM bilayer film, whereas the PL intensity was
quenched to 97% after construction of the P3HT(CB)/PC61 BM bilayer. Although detailed investigations
on the possible reasons for the PL quenching is necessary, it seems that excitons are effectively
dissociated in both bilayer films.
Although, there is little change in the surface morphology after deposition of the PC61 BM layer by the
SqSD process, a highly mobile PC61 BM could inter-diffuse into the amorphous or less crystalline P3HT
domain during the solution deposition process. To investigate the effect of the roughened P3HT on the
bilayer OPV irrespective of the inter-mixing of P3HT and fullerene, P3HT/C70 bilayers were fabricated
by thermal evaporation of C70 onto the P3HT bottom-layer. Sakai et al. fabricated a sequence of
pentacene ultra-thin films of 1 nm thickness and C60 ultra-thin films of 1 nm thickness with a total active
layer thickness of 50 nm by an alternating thermal evaporation method. After conducting cross sectional
TEM experiments on the film, they found the alternating layer showed multilayers instead of forming
inter-mixed layer [24]. Based on their result, the evaporated C70 was expected to form a bilayer with
P3HT with little inter-diffusion and the heterojunction area of P3HT/C70 will be almost the same with
surface area of P3HT bottom layer. The fabricated bilayers of P3HT(CB)/C70 and P3HT(CB-CN)/C70
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were utilized for fabrication of the solar cell with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Bilayer/BCP/Ag.
Figure 4a compares the current density-voltage characteristics of the bilayer solar cells, and their solar
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Table 2. Solar cell parameters of bilayer OPVs based on the P3HT/C70 bilayer OPVs.
Active Layer

V OC (V)

JSC (mA/cm2 )

FF

PCE (%)

P3HT(CB)/C70

0.22

2.59

0.48

0.28

P3HT(CB-CN)/C70

0.22

2.87

0.50

0.32

It was found that both the improved absorption (Figure 4c) and the internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) (Figure 4d) contribute to enhancing the EQE values of the P3HT(CB-CN)/C70 solar cell at
a wavelength of 400–600 nm (Figure 4b). The absorption by the device was extracted from the
measured wavelength-dependent reflectance data. The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) as a function
of wavelength λ was determined as follows: IQE (λ) = EQE (λ)/[1 ´ Rdevice (λ)]. Since the same
ITO-coated glass and Al electrode were used, it is thought that the difference between Rdevice values
of P3HT(CB)/C70 and P3HT(CB-CN)/C70 is mainly ascribed to the difference between absorption
intensities of the active layers. The absorption intensity of P3HT(CB-CN)/C70 was higher than that
of P3HT(CB)/C70 at wavelengths between 500 and 650 nm, which corresponds to the absorption from
the ordered P3HT chains. Since the absorption cross-sections can also be influenced by the molecular
environment and packing, a P3HT(CB-CN) film that has more ordered domains than P3HT(CB) shows
higher absorption intensity especially at 500–650 nm [23,25–27].
The improved IQE of P3HT(CB-CN)/C70 is thought to be attributed to the roughened P3HT(CB-CN)
surface, which will enhance the exciton dissociation and charge collection efficiency of the
P3HT(CB-CN)/C70 . To decide which factor, the absorption or the IQE improvement, contributes more
to the higher EQE of the P3HT(CB-CN)/C70 solar cell, the relative enhancement of the absorption and
IQE was obtained by dividing the corresponding value of P3HT(CB)/C70 by that of P3HT(CB-CN)/C70
(Figure 4e). Based on this analysis, the enhancement in EQE of the P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM solar
cell is mainly attributed to the improvement in the IQE of the P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM rather than
improvement in the absorption intensity of the P3HT(CB-CN) film. This reflects that the enhanced
charge collection efficiency attributed by roughened P3HT surface mainly contributes to the improved
solar cell performance rather than attributed by enhanced absorption of P3HT.
The SqSD-processed P3HT(CB)/PC61 BM and the P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM bilayers were utilized to
fabricate a bilayer OPV with the structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Bilayer/LiF/Al. Figure 5a compares current
density-voltage characteristics of the bilayer OPV cells, and their parameters are listed in Table 3.
We have tested four devices on each condition. The average efficiency and standard deviation of the
OPVs were also included in the Table 3. The best bilayer OPV cell utilizing P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM
exhibited a V OC of 0.63 V, a J SC of 7.89 mA/cm2 , an FF of 0.66, and a PCE of 3.25%. The PCE of
the P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM is 25% higher than that of P3HT(CB)/PC61 BM, which exhibited a V OC of
0.60 V, a J SC of 7.43 mA/cm2 , an FF of 0.58, and a PCE of 2.59%. The bilayer prepared by the solution
process is consistent with the results obtained by the vacuum deposition process. As shown in Figure 5b,
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of the P3HT(CB)/PC61 BM and P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM
OPVs supports the J SC result. The EQE value of P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM was higher than that of
P3HT(CB)/PC61 BM at wavelengths between 500 and 650 nm, which is coincident with the EQE spectra
of P3HT(CB-CN)/C70. Figure 5c shows PCE changes as a function of 1-CN concentration in the P3HT
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parameters
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OPVs.
61BM
Active
Layer
VOC(V)
(V) JJSC
(mA/cm22))
SC (mA/cm
Active
Layer
V OC
P3HT(CB)/PC61BM
0.60
7.43
P3HT(CB)/PC
BM
0.60
7.43
61
P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61BM
0.63
7.89
P3HT(CB-CN)/PC61 BM
0.63
7.89

FF
FF
0.58
0.58
0.66
0.66

PCE(Avg.)
(Avg.)(%)
(%)
PCE
2.32 ± 0.33
2.32
0.33
3.22 ˘
± 0.025
3.22 ˘ 0.025

PCE (Max.)
(Max.) (%)
(%)
PCE
2.59
2.59
3.25
3.25
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significant for the highly-efficient polymers. We believe our SqSD process utilizing OA establishes an
alternative to the blend solution deposition (BSD) process for the fabrication of efficient OPVs and also
allows for the reassessment of polymers which have shown insufficient performance in BSD process.
Recently, we indeed observed that several polymers fabricated with our SqSD process exhibited better
performance than those fabricated with the BSD process, which will be published elsewhere in the
near future.
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